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Abstract

Modern programming languages provide little support for object encapsula-
tion and ownership. Escaped aliases to private objects can compromise both
security and reliability of code in reference-abundant languages such as Java.
Object ownership is a widely accepted approach to controlling aliasing in pro-
gramming languages. Proposals for adding ownership to programming languages
do not directly support type genericity. We present Generic Ownership — a
unified approach to providing generics and ownership. By including support for
default ownership, Generic Ownership imposes no more syntactic or runtime over-
heads than traditional generic types. We have implemented Generic Ownership
in the context of the Ownership Generic Java (OGJ) programming language, an
extension to Generic Java, and we ground the formal side of this work within the
Featherweight Generic Java framework. We hope that our work will help bring
full support for object encapsulation to the mainstream programming world.
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ABSTRACT
Modern programming languages provide little support for
object encapsulation and ownership. Escaped aliases to pri-
vate objects can compromise both security and reliability
of code in reference-abundant languages such as Java. Ob-
ject ownership is a widely accepted approach to controlling
aliasing in programming languages. Proposals for adding
ownership to programming languages do not directly sup-
port type genericity. We present Generic Ownership — a
unified approach to providing generics and ownership. By
including support for default ownership, Generic Ownership
imposes no more syntactic or runtime overheads than tra-
ditional generic types. We have implemented Generic Own-
ership in the context of the Ownership Generic Java (OGJ)
programming language, an extension to Generic Java, and
we ground the formal side of this work within the Feath-
erweight Generic Java framework. We hope that our work
will help bring full support for object encapsulation to the
mainstream programming world.

1. INTRODUCTION
Object instance encapsulation ensures that objects cannot

be leaked beyond an object or collection of objects which
own them. There are two main approaches to object en-
capsulation in the literature: enforcing coding conventions
within an existing programming language, or significantly
modifying a language to allow ownership support. The first
approach is taken by Islands [24] and various kinds of Con-
fined Types [9, 19]. Programs must be written to follow a
set of specific conventions that can be checked to see if they
provide containment guarantees [23]. The soundness of this
approach has been been proven only recently [45]. Support
for generics is added on top of such collections of restrictions
for enforcing encapsulation [45].

The second approach is taken by languages such as Joe,
Universes, AliasJava, and SafeConcurrentJava [17, 33, 4,
13]. Ownership parameterisation is added to the syntax
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and expressed explicitly within the type system of these lan-
guages. All of these type systems are distinct: they all em-
ploy ownership parameterisation, but none has support for
type genericity.

Why would we want ownership and generic types? Con-
sider for example a box as a kind of object. In any object-
oriented language we are allowed to say: “this is a box”
(meaning any box of any things). In a language with gener-
ics, we are allowed to say: “this is a box of books” (denoting
a box of books, but not containing birds). In a language with
ownership parameterisation, we are allowed to say: “this is
my box” or “these are library books”. Combining owner-
ship and generics naturally allows us to say: “this is my
box of library books”, not birds and not my personal books.
This illustrates the main idea of this paper: combining own-
ership and genericity. Ownership works exceptionally well
with genericity, both in theory, practice, and implementa-
tion, as we describe below.

This paper continues efforts to provide effective object en-
capsulation within practical programming languages. We
present Generic Ownership that uses a single parameter
space to carry both generic type and ownership type infor-
mation. We show that ownership systems can be subsumed
completely within parametric polymorphic type systems.

We demonstrate the practicability of Generic Ownership
by designing an extension to Generic Java, which we name
Ownership Generic Java (OGJ). OGJ uses pure Java syn-
tax with no modifications and, via a defaulting mechanism,
allows seamless use of Generic Java classes and OGJ classes
with owner parameters. We formalise our approach within
the context of Featherweight Generic Java (FGJ) [26] and
find that a static confinement invariant falls out “almost for
free” with a surprisingly straightforward proof.

The contributions of this paper include: generic owner-
ship — a unified combination of genericity and ownership
that allows a single parameter space to carry both type and
ownership information; a simple language design for Owner-
ship Generic Java (OGJ) that provides generics, ownership,
and confinement, using this single unified approach; a formal
model for OGJ, with which we have proved a confinement
invariant for the static part of the language; and an imple-
mentation of OGJ that provides backwards compatibility
with GJ, and is sufficiently mature to compile significant
GJ and OGJ programs including generic collections and its
own compiler.

Outline. Section 2 reviews the generics support in Java
and overviews the area of object encapsulation using owner-



public class SimpleMap {

private Vector mapNodes;

void put(Comparable key, Object value) {

mapNodes.add(new MapNode(key,value));

}

Object get(Comparable k) {

Iterator i = mapNodes.iterator();

while (i.hasNext()) {

MapNode mn = (MapNode) i.next();

if (((Comparable) mn.key).equals(k)) {

return mn.value;

}

}

return null;

}

}

class MapNode {

public Object key;

public Object value;

MapNode(Object key, Object value) {

this.key = key; this.value = value;

}

}

Figure 1: A Java implementation of a SimpleMap class

ship. Section 3 describes OGJ. Section 4 gives an overview
of FGJ+c — our simple set of type rules describing a sub-
set of FGJ programs within which we can prove a static
confinement invariant. We then discuss how we plan to ex-
tend this formalism to incorporate other constructs that are
included in the OGJ language, such as shallow ownership
and defaulting. Section 5 compares our approach with re-
lated work and argues why Generic Ownership is a practical
design that can provide ownership support for mainstream
programming. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND
Genericity and Ownership are two language mechanisms

that, in different ways, allow programmers to make the in-
tentions behind their code more explicit. This can provide
programmers with more support, typically by detecting er-
rors statically, at compile time, that could otherwise only be
detected (or worse, remain undetected) once the program is
run.

In this section, we will illustrate the advantages and im-
pacts of genericity and ownership with reference to a simple
example, shown in figure 1. This example is a small part
of an implementation of a SimpleMap class that uses neither
genericity nor ownership. The map is implemented using
a Vector containing a number of MapNodes, each of which
stores a key-value pair. The main SimpleMap class provides
methods to insert a new key-value pair into the map and to
return the first value associated with a particular key.

2.1 Genericity
Genericity allows us to use type parameters to give a bet-

ter description of the type of the variable we are dealing

with. This allows more sensible collections (e.g. of MapNodes
rather than anything), better compile-time error detection,
and more readable and reusable code. For example, the code
in figure 1 exhibits a number of well-known weaknesses [15,
28]. One prominent weakness is that it relies upon subtyping
to store objects of various types within the map itself and
within the Vector implementing the map. That is, both the
map and the vector simply store Objects (or Comparables).
Considering the vector, the map may store MapNodes into
the Vector object, because Java Vectors hold any kind of
Object and a MapNode is a kind of Object: however, when
getting a MapNode from the Vector (via an iterator in this
case) the code requires a dynamic cast to ensure the object
returned actually is a MapNode. Malicious or buggy code, for
example, could insert some other kind of object into that
Vector, causing this cast to fail at runtime and triggering
an exception.

This is an old problem, and the solutions are equally old,
dating back to the mid-1970s [32]: the class definitions must
be made generic (or parametrically polymorphic) so that
particular instances of the classes can be created for partic-
ular argument types. While being widely adopted and ap-
preciated in functional languages, and in specialised object-
oriented languages such as Eiffel and Modula-3, genericity is
only now on the cusp of acceptance in more popular object-
oriented languages such as Java and C#. There have been
a range of proposals to add genericity to Java [2, 34, 39,
15]; one of which, GJ [15], has been adopted as the basis for
future versions of Java [42]. C# is developing along similar
lines [28]. Figure 2 presents a version of the SimpleMap class
written using genericity, in a Generic Java syntax.

Comparing figures 1 and 2 illustrates both the advantages
and disadvantages of generic types. Regarding the advan-
tages, the types of objects stored in the vector or map can
now be preserved when they are returned, so there is no need
for a typecast when objects are removed from the Vector.
Method declarations can also carry more information, us-
ing generic type parameters like “Key” or “Value” instead
of “Object” or “Comparable”. As a result, only objects of
the right types can be stored into Maps and Vectors; at-
tempts to store the wrong types of objects will be detected
at compile time.

The main disadvantage is that figure 2 is more complex
than figure 1: in particular, the class definitions in the
generic version declare formal generic type parameters, and
then class instantiations must provide actual values for those
parameters, resulting in expressions like “Vector<MapNodes
<Key,Value>> mapNodes” rather than “Vector mapNodes”.

2.2 Ownership
An object is aliased whenever there is more than one

pointer referring to that object [25]. Aliasing can cause a
range of difficult problems within object-oriented programs,
because one referring object can change the state of the
aliased object, implicitly affecting all the other referring ob-
jects [36, 9]. Aliasing is endemic and unavoidable in object-
oriented programming languages, as any assignment state-
ment may cause an extra alias to be created. To deal with
such problems, object encapsulation has been widely studied
in literature.

Islands, confinement, and ownership are all essentially
forms of object encapsulation [35]. All these schemes are
attempts to establish an encapsulation boundary that pro-



public class SimpleMap<Key extends Comparable,

Value> {

private Vector<MapNode<Key,Value>> mapNodes;

void put(Key key, Value value) {

mapNodes.add(

new MapNode<Key, Value>(key,value));

}

Value get(Key k) {

Iterator<MapNode<Key,Value>> i

= mapNodes.iterator();

while (i.hasNext()) {

MapNode<Key, Value> mn = i.next();

if (mn.key.equals(k)) {

return mn.value;

}

}

return null;

}

}

class MapNode<Key extends Comparable, Value> {

public Key key;

public Value value;

MapNode(Key key, Value value) {

this.key = key; this.value = value;

}

}

Figure 2: A Generic implementation of a SimpleMap

class

tects some objects inside the boundary from direct access by
other objects outside that boundary. Where these propos-
als differ from earlier programming language encapsulation
and module systems is that they restrict access to objects
at runtime: that is, they constrain values of pointers or ref-
erences to objects in object-oriented systems, rather than
merely accesses to field and method names.

These schemes enforce a containment invariant that sim-
ply states that objects outside a particular boundary may
not access objects inside that boundary. For example, in
Confined Types [9], the unit of confinement is a Java pack-
age: all the instances of public classes within that package
form the encapsulation boundary; all instances of private
classes (known as confined classes) are inside the boundary,
and instances of classes in any other package are outside the
boundary. This means that a class may access instances of
a public class belonging to any package, but may only ac-
cess instances of those confined classes belonging to its own
package.

What confinement means in practice is that code writ-
ten in one protection domain (say a Java package) should,
when executed, never directly refer to an instance of a class
inside the boundary of another protection domain. Static
references, such as those stored in object fields, must be re-
stricted: a field of a class cannot hold a reference to an object
that belongs inside a different package. The execution of a
class’s methods must also be restricted. Methods cannot ac-
cess confined classes of other packages. Note, however, that
this prohibition refers only to direct accesses: indirect access

via boundary objects is permitted — indeed, is encouraged.
Public classes (or instances of public classes) thus provide
an interface to the private instances in their package.

Ownership allows a more granular control of which ob-
jects are allowed to have references to which objects. This
fact allowed ownership types to be used widely to group
together objects used inside the program for both practi-
cal and theoretical applications of ownership types [8, 31,
10, 3]. Clarke [16] formulated a containment invariant for
ownership, which determines when an object can refer to
another, based on their relative nesting. An object cannot
refer to objects nested within another, unless it too is nested
within the object. Again this reduces to the fact that ob-
jects outside a boundary cannot refer to objects inside that
boundary: with object ownership, boundaries correspond to
objects that may be nested within one another.

Compared to genericity, ownership addresses different kinds
of errors in programs. To return to our example, consider-
ing the basic SimpleMap implementation from figure 1, the
mapNodes field containing the Vector in the map is declared
as private, and so Java will ensure that the field can only
be accessed from within the SimpleMap class. Presumably
this is done because the Vector is an internal part of the
implementation of the SimpleMap class, and should not be
accessed outside, and inserting or removing elements from
the vector, or perhaps acquiring (but not releasing) its inter-
nal lock would break the invariants of the SimpleMap class
and again cause runtime errors.

Unfortunately, the name based protection used in Java
and most other programming languages is not strong enough
to keep the Vector truly private to the SimpleMap. A mali-
cious or erroneous programmer could insert a public method
that exposed the vector, e.g.,

public Vector exposeVector() {return mapNodes;}

with no objection from the compiler. Any resulting errors
will be subtle, possibly appearing at runtime long after the
execution of the exposeVector method, and thus be dif-
ficult to identify and resolve. These kinds of errors have
been identified as occurring in many Java libraries [41] and
have caused significant problems for language security mech-
anisms [9].

Ownership Types [18, 17, 33, 4, 13] allow programmers
to protect access to objects, rather than just the names or
variables used to store them. Figure 3 gives an example of
the SimpleMap class using ownership types. The syntax used
is proposed by Boyapati [10, figure 2.7] in a work that also
shows a wide applicability of ownership types in practice.

Comparing figure 3 with figures 1 and 2 illustrates both
the strengths and weaknesses of ownership types. The most
obvious difference is the presence of a range of ownership
parameter definitions such as “<mapOwner, keyOwner,

valueOwner>” on the class declarations. This declares a pa-
rameter, mapOwner, for the owner of the instances of the
classes being declared, with further ownership parameters
“keyOwner” and “valueOwner” describing the ownership of
the keys and values that will be stored in the map. These pa-
rameters are then instantiated as the types are used, as when
a MapNode is created within the put method of SimpleMap.

Note also that ownership parameters can be instantiated
via the keyword “this”, which ensures that the current ob-
ject (the object usually denoted “this” in Java) owns the
object being declared [18]. The Vector object is marked in



public class SimpleMap<mapOwner, keyOwner, valueOwner> {

private Vector<this, this> mapNodes;

void put(Comparable<keyOwner> key, Object<valueOwner> value) {

mapNodes.add(new MapNode<this, keyOwner, valueOwner>(key, value));

}

Object<valueOwner> get(Comparable<keyOwner> key) {

Iterator<this, this> i = mapNodes.iterator();

while (i.hasNext()) {

MapNode<this, keyOwner, valueOwner> mn =

(MapNode<this, keyOwner, valueOwner>) i.next();

if (mn.key.equals(key)) {

return mn.value;

}

}

return null;

}

}

class MapNode<mapNodeOwner, keyOwner, valueOwner>

public Comparable<keyOwner> key;

public Object<valOwner> value;

MapNode(Comparable<keyOwner> key, Object<valueOwner> value) {

this.key = key; this.value = value;

}

}

Figure 3: An Ownership Types implementation of a SimpleMap class (after Boyapati [10])

this way as being owned by the SimpleMap, for example, so
any attempt to access or pass the Vector object outside the
SimpleMap object will be detected and prevented at com-
pile time. Code such as the exposeVector() method will be
unable to cause any damage by breaching encapsulation.

The ownership parameters carry ownership around the
program, so that the ownership status of the keys and values
can be maintained outside the SimpleMap. For example,
the ownership of the keys and values may be specified by
each instantiation of the SimpleMap class, but by using the
keyOwner and valueOwner ownership parameters, the fields
that will store keys and values inside the subsidiary MapNode

objects will have the correct ownership for these fields.
The main disadvantage of ownership types is quite sim-

ilar to that of generic types: added syntactic complexity,
with ownership parameters. In fact, this code also has all
the type-related problems as the “straight” Java code: the
problems that are addressed by genericity. This code re-
lies on subtyping to store different types of objects, and so
needs type casts when objects are removed from the Vector

(or subsequently from the SimpleMap). Although the code
may look generic, all the type declarations are simple Java
types, such as Object or Comparable, with all the problems
that involves. While the Vector stored in the mapNodes field
can no longer be exposed out of the SimpleMap instance that
owns it, malicious or buggy programming within that class
can once again break code by directly inserting incorrect
types into the vector.

2.3 Combining Genericity and Ownership
The state of the art, then, is that there are two separate

but similar techniques that constrain which objects may be

accessed by which types, fields, or expressions. Genericity
constrains these accesses by compile-time types, while own-
ership constrains the accesses by compile-time object struc-
tures. These two mechanisms appear to be orthogonal, rais-
ing the question: could they both be included within a sin-
gle programming language? Figure 4 repeats the SimpleMap

example using a hypothetical language separately support-
ing both genericity (parameters marked with [ and ]) and
ownership (parameters marked with < and >). The syntax
in this figure is based on Boyapati [10, page 29] and bears
resemblance to the Flexible Alias Protection proposal [37].

Again we can compare figure 4 with the preceeding fig-
ures 1, 2, and 3. Basically, this code now has both type
and owner parameters, each taken from their respective lan-
guages. As with the generic system, types can be instanti-
ated for keys and values, removing the reliance on subtyping
and the associated fragile type casts. As with the ownership
system, objects can be tagged as owned by this, ownership
can be recorded via owner parameters, and so any exposing
method would be detected and prevented.

Unfortunately, the syntax required to implement both
ownership and genericity separately means that this code
is significantly more complex than any of the other exam-
ples — with both classes requiring five ownership and type
parameters — so complex, arguably, that it would be unus-
able in practice.

3. GENERIC OWNERSHIP
Generic Ownership is a new linguistic mechanism that

successfully combines genericity and ownership into a single
simple language. As in the hypothetical example of figure



public class SimpleMap<mapOwner>[Key<keyOwner> extends Comparable<keyOwner>, Value<valueOwner>] {

private Vector<this>[MapNodes<this>[Key<keyOwner>, Value<valueOwner>]] mapNodes;

void put(Key<keyOwner> key, Value<valueOwner> value) {

mapNodes.add(new MapNode<this>[Key<keyOwner>, Value<valueOwner>](key, value));

}

Value<valueOwner> get(Key<keyOwner> key) {

Iterator<this>[MapNodes<this>[Key<keyOwner>, Value<valueOwner>]] i = mapNodes.iterator();

while(i.hasNext()) {

MapNode<this>[Key<keyOwner>, Value<valueOwner>] mn = i.next();

if (mn.key.equals(k)) {

return mn.value;

}

}

return null;

}

}

class MapNode<mapNodeOwner>[Key<keyOwner> extends Comparable<keyOwner>, Value<valueOwner>] {

public Key<keyOwner> key;

public Value<valueOwner> value;

MapNode(Key<keyOwner> key, Value<valueOwner> value) {

this.key = key; this.value = value;

}

}

Figure 4: A combined generic and ownership types implementation of a SimpleMap class (after Boyapati [10])

4, Generic Ownership provides the benefits of both type
and ownership parameterisation: catching all the errors and
avoiding all the bugs that the generic and ownership lan-
guages do individually. Unlike that example, Generic Own-
ership treats ownership and genericity as one single aspect
of language design, and so code using Generic Ownership is
no more complex than code that is either type-parametric
or ownership-parametric.

The key technical contribution of Generic Ownership is
that it treats ownership as an additional kind of generic
type information. This means that existing generic type sys-
tems can be extended to carry ownership information with
only minimal changes. By exploiting a defaulting mecha-
nism which permits ownership information to be omitted
in common circumstances, Generic Ownership programs are
almost indistinguishable from their ownership-free counter-
parts, while gaining the benefits of ownership.

In this section, we present Generic Ownership in terms
of a language that we have implemented called Ownership
Generic Java (OGJ), a seamless extension to the Java Gener-
ics (GJ) proposal [42]. In section 4, we will outline the for-
mal basis of our work.

3.1 Ownership Generic Java
Figure 5 revisits our SimpleMap example for the last time.

This time, it is written in Ownership Generic Java. Com-
paring figure 5 with figures 1–4 shows that it is slightly
more complex than the individual type genericity or owner-
ship examples, but much simpler than the straightforward
combination in figure 4. Note that the code in figure 5 is
type-generic: definitions of fields in MapNode and methods
everywhere use generic types such as Key and Value rather
than plain class types such as Object or Comparable. But

this code also supports ownership: each class has an extra
generic parameter called Owner which represents its owner.
As with other ownership type systems, it is not possible for
owned objects to be exposed.

As you can see from the figure, OGJ is a language that
is completely syntactically compatible with GJ — any valid
OGJ program is also a valid GJ program. OGJ provides
ownership by requiring every single class declaration to have
at least one type parameter that is declared as a subclass of
World. This parameter should always come last and we call
it the owner parameter. For example, instead of declaring:

public class Foo { ... }

OGJ requires the following declaration:

public class Foo<Owner extends World> { ... }

Owner parameters are used to record the ownership of
individual objects of a particular class. OGJ provides four
ownership domains that programmers can use to instantiate
owner parameters: World, Package, Class, and This. These
domains represent different ownership scopes to which ob-
jects can belong, and were chosen to parallel the existing
static access structures in Java. Any instance of a class
whose owner parameter is instantiated with World can be
referred to by any other object. References to an object
instantiated with a Package owner are confined within the
package where the instance’s type is instantiated, and an
instance marked with Class is confined within that class.
Finally, an object marked with This is encapsulated within
the object where the type containing This is instantiated
— that is, it is owned directly by that object. In this way,



public class SimpleMap<Key extends Comparable,

Value,

Owner extends World> {

private Vector<MapNode<Key, Value, This>,

This> mapNodes;

public void put(Key key, Value value) {

mapNodes.add(new MapNode<Key, Value,

This>(key, value));

}

public Value get(Key key) {

Iterator<MapNode<Key, Value, This>, This> i

= mapNodes.iterator();

while (i.hasNext()) {

MapNode<Key, Value, This> mn = i.next();

if (mn.key.equals(key)) {

return mn.value;

}

}

return null;

}

}

class MapNode<Key extends Comparable, Value,

Owner extends World> {

public Key key;

public Value value;

MapNode(Key key, Value value) {

this.key = key;

this.value = value;

}

}

Figure 5: Generic Ownership implementation of a
SimpleMap class

OGJ provides both confined types (Package and Class) and
shallow ownership (This).

For example, if a Foo instance is created with its ownership
parameter bound to Package, as in:

public Foo<Package> f = new Foo<Package>();

then the new instance of Foo can only be accessed via the
package containing the instantiation. Similarly, if it is cre-
ated using This ownership:

public Foo<This> f = new Foo<This>();

then it can only be accessed via the current instance of the
class creating the new Foo object.

Consider an example exposing a mapNodes vector private
to the SimpleMap object considered earlier in section 2.2:

public Vector exposeVector() {return mapNodes;}

This code is not going to be valid in OGJ as is, since every
type has to carry an owner parameter (and casting to raw
types [27] is prohibited). The type of the field mapNodes in
figure 5 has an owner parameter This. If we try to give a
return type of exposeVector method an owner parameter
This, e.g.:

public Vector<MapNode<Key, Value, This>, This> exposeVector() {

return mapNodes;

}

then this code will be valid OGJ, but the method can only
be called if the result can be assigned to something that is
a supertype of Vector<..., This>. Since OGJ preserves
owners over subtyping, (see section 4) any valid supertype
of the return type will have to have an owner This, which
will only typecheck if it is declared in the same instance of
SimpleMap class. In other words, this exposeVector method
cannot expose the vector.

If we attempt to declare exposeVector with a return type
having any other owner parameter, then OGJ will not com-
pile the method since the return type and the return value’s
(mapNodes) type will not be assignment compatible due to
owner parameters being different.

Classes can also be declared so that their owner is bounded
by a more specific domain, rather than World. For example,
if a ConfinedFoo class is declared:

public class ConfinedFoo<Owner extends Package> {

...

}

then all instances of class ConfinedFoo must be created in-
side the Package scope (e.g. new Foo<Package>); creating
them in a wider scope (e.g. new Foo<World>) is disallowed.
This provides very similar encapsulation to Confined Types
[9].

The OGJ domains form a hierarchy, with World at the top,
and having the widest scope, down through Package, Class,
and finally to This, so any class can be instantiated with an
owner whose scope is inside its declaration’s bound. While
ConfinedFoo can be instantiated with Package ownership,
it could also be instantiated with Class or This ownership,
provided the class or instance instantiating ConfinedFoo is
within the package within which it is confined.

3.2 Ownership Defaulting
To further reduce the syntactic overhead of Generic Own-

ership, owner parameters can be elided from class declara-
tions and instantiations.

Essentially, if a class declaration does not declare an owner
parameter, the OGJ language will provide a default Owner

extending World. We choose World so that ordinary Java
and GJ code can be used unchanged in OGJ. For example,
the following class declaration:

public class Athlete<Event> { ... }

when compiled using OGJ will be treated as:

public class Athlete<Event, Owner extends World> {

...

}

Similarly, if a class has an owner parameter in its decla-
ration (possibly added by defaulting), this parameter may
be omitted and OGJ will instantiate the parameter to its
bound by default. For example, code using Athlete, such
as:

Athlete<Discus> a = new Athlete<Discus>();



will be taken to mean:

Athlete<Discus<World>, World> a =

new Athlete<Discus<World>, World>();

The main effect of defaulting is that programmers are able
to write Generic Ownership code with very little syntactic
overhead, providing owner parameters only when absolutely
required. Because the rules for defaulting are quite straight-
forward, they have no effect on the modularity of OGJ code
— as with defaults in other generic type systems, but in
contrast to more complex type inference schemes used to
support other ownership types systems [4, 23].

We have implemented this defaulting scheme within our
OGJ compiler and can successfully check GJ’s collect.jar,
and compile the compiler source itself.

3.3 Implementing OGJ
OGJ is implemented as an extension to the Generic Java

compiler. Implementing OGJ required two main additions
to the compiler — first, to support ownership domains, and
second, to enforce the constraints of ownership types.

Within the OGJ compiler, ownership domains are reified
to hidden, package-private classes we call owner classes. The
OGJ compiler creates owner classes automatically, and dis-
poses of them once type checking is complete, so program-
mers are never aware of their existence. The owner class
corresponding to the World domain is at the top of the hi-
erarchy, and every other owner class inherits from it. Ev-
ery package, class, and every instance have a corresponding
owner class denoted by Package, Class, and This respec-
tively.

To implement confinement, the OGJ compiler replaces ev-
ery occurrence of an ownership domain name (World, Package,
Class, and This) with the appropriate owner class — Package,
Class, and This are replaced by different classes depending
on the context in which they occur. Because the world,
package, and class domains are static this is essentially all
that is required to implement ownership in those domains:
GJ’s type soundness ensures that classes that have different
ownership (are parameterized by different owner classes) will
not be assignment compatible.

Per-instance object ownership via the This domain re-
quires slightly more effort. First, we replace the This do-
main with the appropriate owner class. Then, we ensure
that only expressions referring to the current instance (ei-
ther implicitly via direct calls to methods or fields, or explic-
itly via the “this” keyword) can access types whose owner
is a This domain owner class.

Finally, we have to ensure that ownership information can-
not be lost. For this reason, we only allow type casts that
preserve ownership. Types with ownership parameters can-
not be cast to types that do not have ownership parameters
(such as java.lang.Object) or to types with different own-
ership parameterisation. We also prevent casts to raw types
[27, 42, 15] when such casts would delete an ownership pa-
rameter.

3.4 Compatibility with (Generic) Java
OGJ code is completely interoperable with Java code:

OGJ code can call Java code (generic or otherwise) and
vice versa. For the sake of complete forwards compatibility,
we provide four blank interfaces (World, Package, Class,
and This) that allow a GJ compiler to compile OGJ code

by effectively ignoring the owner parameters. Without de-
faulting, OGJ also provides full backwards compatibility, as
classes without any type parameters, or with no owner pa-
rameters, are treated as Java and GJ classes respectively.

Ownership defaulting, unfortunately, makes the situation
more complex: there are certain GJ classes that are not
valid in OGJ. (This is not surprising — if every GJ class
were valid in OGJ, then OGJ could not be enforcing object
ownership.) Consider the following class:

class Foo {

static Foo singleton;

public Foo() {

Foo.singleton = this;

}

}

where ownership defaulting will add <Owner extends World>

to the class declaration, and then default the type of the
singleton static variable to Foo<World>. The code inside
the constructor will then fail to type check, because this will
have the type Foo<Owner>, which is not assignment compati-
ble with Foo<World>. In general, GJ classes will not compile
under OGJ in cases where their code is not ownership para-
metric: that is, where they break a confinement invariant
— in the example, this is leaked out from its owner to the
singleton static variable. Although expressed differently,
this restriction is essentially the same as the anonymity con-
ditions required by Confined Types [9, 45]; other ownership
schemes enforce similar constraints relying on owner param-
eterized classes [16, 17, 4, 13].

If we rewrote the code above as follows:

class Foo extends Object<World> {

static Foo singleton;

public Foo() {

Foo.singleton = this;

}

}

then the code could compile using manifest ownership [16]
— that is, ownership of all the instances is no longer para-
metric, but rather is specified by instantiating the super-
class’s ownership parameter explicitly. In this case, Foo

extends Object<World> would mean that all instances of
this class would have owner World. Classes using mani-
fest ownership need not be subject to ownership defaulting
because neither declarations nor instantiations require an
ownership parameter.

4. FORMALISATION OF OGJ
In this section we present an overview of our initial for-

malisation of OGJ, called FGJ+c; a more complete account
can be found elsewhere [40]. FGJ+c embodies a minimal-
ist confinement scheme which leverages parametrically poly-
morphic types to enforce static confinement, that is, for a
statically known collection of protection domains. Our for-
malism is based on an extension to Featherweight Generic
Java (FGJ), which, with Featherweight Java (FJ), provides
simple models of Java and Generic Java’s type systems [26].
Our compiler also implements shallow ownership and de-
faulting, though we have not treated this in this formalism.

As we have explained, the key idea behind Generic Own-
ership is to use generic type parameters to carry ownership



Syntax:
T ::= X | N

N ::= C<T, O>

L ::= class C<X̄ / N̄, Owner / Domain> / N {T̄ f̄; K M̄}
K ::= C(T f) { super(f); this.f=f; }
M ::= <X / N> T m(T x) { return e; }
e ::= x | e.f | e.m<T>(e) | new N(ē) | (N)e

For presentation reasons, we reserve O to refer to
owner-classes, Domain for concrete owner-classes, Owner

for owner variables. (Think O ::= Domain | Owner.)
From the FGJ standpoint, O is no different from X or
N where the latter is restricted to the owner classes as
shown in figure 8.

Figure 6: FGJ syntax, adapted from Igarashi et al

information as well as type information. Following the tra-
ditional approach of Ownership Types [18] we require every
FGJ+c class to have at least one type parameter to carry this
ownership information. We use the last type parameter to
record an object’s owner. All FGJ+c classes descend from
a new class CObject (for confinable object) that has just
one parameter called Owner; all its subclasses must invari-
antly preserve this parameter to represent their owner. We
are careful to ensure that OGJ programs remain FGJ pro-
grams, though they must satisfy certain additional restric-
tions. The consequence is that we can leverage FGJ’s type
soundness result, and use it when establishing the desired
confinement property. The syntax of FGJ from Igarashi et
al. [26], adapted only slightly for presentation reasons, is
given in figure 6. Note that we do not account for stat-
ics, which are not present in FGJ. We have thus omitted
manifest ownership from our formalism.

Every OGJ program must satisfy the FGJ type rules [26],
along with some additional constraints which are presented
in figure 7. The rules deal with three concerns: firstly, they
ensure that owners are preserved within types, as the owner
contains information to determine the visibility of a type;
secondly, they determine which types are visible in a given
context (class); and finally, they propagate and check the
desired constraints for fields and methods.

4.1 Owner Preservation
The rules for classes (FGJ+c-Class) and types (FGJ+c-

Type) combine together to ensure that every type has an
owner (or that its bound does, in the case of type variables)
and that this owner is preserved through subtyping. The
class rule, among other things, ensures that the owner of
a class is the same as the owner of its superclass. In ad-
dition, we ensure that the only types used in programs are
a subtype of CObject<O> for some owner-class O and thus
also prevent owner-classes from being instantiated. We also
get the restriction that only owner-classes can be used as
owners.

Figure 8 shows the FGJ+c class hierarchy. FGJ classes de-
scend from Object and FGJ+c classes (denoted using white
boxes) descend from CObject<O> class just below Object.
Owner classes descend from World and form a separate hi-
erarchy of FGJ-valid but not FGJ+c-valid classes.

4.2 Visibility

The visibility rules form the foundation of FGJ+c addi-
tional rules, they determine which owners, types, and terms
are visible, and thus usable, within a given class. There are
three sets of rules: those that determine owner visibility,
type visibility, and term visibility.

The owner visibility rules simply check that a given owner
corresponds to the class’s package (e.g. πD inside class D) or
is a public owner denoted World. The type visibility rules
allow the use of types when their owner parameter is from
the current package, is the current instance’s owner, or is
obtained via one of the type parameters — roughly following
Zhao et.al. [45].

Term visibility rules are defined inductively on the struc-
ture of FGJ terms. For each subexpression, they determine
whether the type of that subexpression is visible according
to the type visibility rules.

Consider the following code example, where p1c refers to
an owner class marking instances confined to package p1.

p1.List<p2.Foo<p3c>, p4c>

This describes a list declared in package p1 storing items de-
clared in package p2 that are confined to package p3, while
list itself is confined to package p4. This list is allowed ac-
cess to classes confined to p1 (since the code performing the
access is already inside package p1), p4 (since the list in-
stance is confined in that package during the execution) and
to instances confined to package p3 because one of the list’s
type parameters is confined in that package (i.e. is owned
by p4c). Any classes confined to p2 or any other package
cannot be accessed inside the list.

4.3 Propagation of constraints in classes and
methods

Visibility constraints are propagated through classes to
their fields and methods and eventually to expressions. These
rules say that any type appearing in the program, even as
a subexpression, must be visible in the present class. For
classes (FGJ+c-Class), we check that all the field types are
visible and that the bounds on the type variables are also
visible to the present class. For methods (FGJ+c-Method),
we check that the argument and return types are visible,
that the method body satisfies the visibility constraint, that
all subexpressions use visible types, and again that the type
variables to the method have bounds which are visible.

Note that we have used visibility checks throughout the
rules, rather than build the appropriate checks into the well-
formed type rule, so that we can reuse all of the FGJ rules
(and proofs).

These rules guarantee that FGJ+c programs don’t break
confinement, allowing us to prove a confinement invariant.

4.4 Confinement Invariant
The confinement invariant for well-typed FGJ+c programs

shows that types that are not visible within the current
package are not reachable. We assume that we only deal
with FGJ+c programs: that is FGJ programs where all the
classes are FGJ+c as given by FGJ+c-Type rule in figure
7. We prove that during execution, we cannot get to an
instance of a class that is not visible within the current con-
text. This result relies on the fact that the owner parameter
is preserved in the class hierarchy. Let owner∆(T) be O for



FGJ+c Types:
∆ ` T <: CObject<O> ∆ ` O <: World

∆ ` T OK+c
(FGJ+c-Type)

Owner Visibility:

∆ ` visibleowner (πD, D)
†

∆ ` visibleowner (World, D)
(V-Owner)

∆ ` visibleowner (bound∆(Owner), D)
∆ ` visibleowner (Owner, D)

Type Visibility:
∆ ` T OK+c N =bound∆(T) N = C<T, O>

∆ ` owner(T, O)
∆ ` owner(T, O) ∆ ` visibleowner (O, D)

∆ ` visible(T, D<TD, OD>)
(V-Type)

∃T′ ∈ TD : owner(T, O) ∧ owner (T′, O)
∆ ` visible(T, D<TD, OD>)

owner(T, OD)
∆ ` visible(T, D<TD, OD>)

Term Visibility:
∆; Γ ` x : T ∆ ` visible(T, D)

∆; Γ ` visible(x, D)
(V-Var)

∆; Γ ` visible(e, D) ∆; Γ ` e.fi : T ∆ ` visible(T, D)
∆; Γ ` visible(e.fi, D)

(V-Field)

∆; Γ ` e.m(e) : T ∆ ` visible(T, D)
∆; Γ ` visible(e, D) ∆; Γ ` visible(e, D)

∆; Γ ` visible(e.m(e), D)
(V-Invk)

∆; Γ ` visible(e, D) ∆ ` visible(N, D)
∆; Γ ` visible(new N(e), D)

(V-New)

∆; Γ ` visible(e, D) ∆ ` visible(N, D)
∆; Γ ` visible((N) e, D)

(V-Cast)

FGJ+c Methods:
∆ ` T, T OK+c ∆ ` visible(T, C)

∆ ` visible(T, C) ∆ ` visible(bound ∆(P), C)
∆; x : T, this : C<X, Owner> ` visible(e0, C)

<Y / P> T m(T x){ return e0; } FGJ+c IN C<X / N, Owner>

(FGJ+c-Method)

FGJ+c Classes:
X <: N ` N, T OK+c ∆ ` visible(bound∆(N), C)

∆ ` visibleowner (Domain, C) M FGJ+c IN C<X / N, Owner / Domain>

∆ ` visible(T, C) N = C′<T′, Owner>

class C<X / N, Owner / Domain> / N {T f; K M} FGJ+c

(FGJ+c-Class)

† πD is the owner-class corresponding to the package to which D belongs.

Figure 7: FGJ+c Additional Rules
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Figure 8: FGJ+c Class Hierarchy

types C<T, O> and the owner of the bound in ∆ for type
variables. Then:

Lemma (Ownership Invariance over Subtyping). If
∆ ` S <: T and ∆ ` T <: CObject<O>, then owner∆(S) =
owner∆(T) = O.

Proof. By induction on subtypes below CObject. S and T

must eventually be bound to classes as these are the only
ground types in FGJ.

Base case: they are bound to CObject so this is trivially true.

Inductive case: By FGJ subtyping they must be bound to
some transitive subclass of CObject.

By FGJ+c-Class a FGJ+c class has the same owner pa-
rameter as its superclass. 2

Theorem (Confinement Invariant). Given any subex-
pression e of an expression d in a method m of class C which
is FGJ+c: If e→∗new D<TD, O>(e), then visible(D<TD, O>, C).

Proof. By FGJ subject reduction: e : T→∗e′ : T′ ⇒ T′ <: T.

Since visible(d, C) by FGJ+c-Method, by visibility rules
we also get visible(e, C).

From the owner clause of V-Type rules T is OK+c and thus by
FGJ+c-Type T = B<N′, Owner> where B <: CObject<Owner>.

By the ownership invariance over subtyping lemma: T′ =
A<N, Owner> where Owner is the same in all three.

But to get visible(B<N′, Owner>, C) we must have visible-
owner(Owner, C). By FGJ+c-Type, A<N, Owner> will be
OK+c.

Then by V-Type: visible(A<N, Owner>, C). 2

4.5 Generic Confinement
Generic confinement raises two issues that were also dis-

cussed by Zhao et.al. [45]. First, as with ownership type

systems [16], instantiating a class with an actual owner pa-
rameter can be seen as giving the instances of that class per-
mission to access other objects owned by the actual owner
parameter — in our case, confined within the package cor-
responding to the actual owner parameter. This is made ex-
plicit in the 3rd type visibility rule, which explicitly checks
these permissions, that is, which ensures a type is visible if
its owner is the owner of any of the (actual) type parameters.

Second, if we consider the following FGJ+c expression
evaluated using the FGJ rules:

class Foo {

...

String<Class> m() {

return (new SimpleMap<Integer<World>,

String<Class>,

Package>).get(new Integer(42));

}

}

then we can see that although this code could be located
anywhere (in this case, inside method m of an unrelated class
Foo in an unrelated package), inside the evaluation of the
get method objects private to the SimpleMap’s package can
be accessed (as can objects owned by World, by the Foo class,
or the Foo class’s package) and can appear as intermediate
results as the expression is evaluated. This breaks neither
our confinement invariant nor that of Zhao et.al. [45] since
the only objects that the Foo instance executing method m

can access directly are the final results of evaluating whole
subexpressions, such as the constructor call or the get in-
vocation. The SimpleMap constructor or get method may
well create or reference other objects that are private to the
SimpleMap, but Foo itself will not have permission to access
these other objects directly, and our system prevents such
accesses.

4.6 Ownership
Object ownership works at a finer granularity than con-

finement: ownership allows objects to be encapsulated within
a dynamic protection domain, typically another object, whereas



confinement is limited to static protection domains, such as
Java packages. Recall that OGJ has the domain “This” to
model objects owned by the current object (i.e., owned by
“this”). The constraints on such objects are taken from the
original ownership type system [18], stating that we only ac-
cess such objects through “this”. The rule follows, where
owners finds the set of all ownership parameters or bounds
in a type:

∆; Γ ` e : T
This ∈ owners(mtype(m, bound∆(T))) ⇒ e ≡ this

∆; Γ ` ownership(e.m(ē), D)

While we can state this rule within FGJ, the functional
substrate of FGJ is insufficient to support a proof of an
ownership invariant. We are currently working on a full
proof. Existing results for imperative, though not generic,
Java-like calculi [17] and for second-order polymorphic ob-
ject calculi [16] will guide our way. Providing deep ownership
will require the type system to keep track of the object con-
tainment relationships [17]. Doing so, however, will require
a careful analysis of the interaction between the different
varieties of confinement OGJ offers, and remains an open
problem.

4.7 Defaulting
The formal treatment of defaulting requires two expan-

sions that take FGJ code with some owner parameters lack-
ing and add the required parameters. These expansions are
applied to class declarations and instantiations. To expand
a class declaration of the form:

class C<typeargs> extends T { ... }

we perform the following steps, if the last argument of typeargs
is not an owner parameter:

• Expand superclass T and determine its owner param-
eter, recurse by defaulting its class declaration too if
necessary. CObject (root of the FGJ+c class hierarchy)
has an owner parameter.

• Once we obtain the bound of the superclass’s owner pa-
rameter Domain (which can be World) we add an owner
parameter to typeargs of the form Owner extends

Domain.

To expand a type which doesn’t instantiate its owner pa-
rameter (which could have been added to the class’s dec-
laration using the defaulting mechanism described above),
we look up the class declaration and instantiate the owner
to the bound used in the declaration. As discussed earlier,
class:

class Foo<Owner extends Package> { ... }

when used without an owner parameter:

Foo f = new Foo();

will be defaulted to:

Foo<Package> f = new Foo<Package>();

where Package will correspond to the one used in its decla-
ration.

The OGJ compiler supports defaulting: we are currently
developing a full formal framework that will incorporate de-
faulting (and ownership, as described in the previous sub-
section).

5. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK
Object encapsulation has been recognised as a means for

addressing aliasing, security, concurrency, and memory man-
agement problems, with the merit of smoothly aligning with
the way many object-oriented programs are designed. Two
complementary threads of research have evolved. On one
hand are expressive but weighty explicit type systems based
on ownership types [18]. On the other hand are lightweight
but limited implicit systems based on confined types [9].

The explicit systems based on ownership types, including
AliasJava, Universes, and the system of Boyapati et.al. [4,
3, 13, 33], differ essentially in only one characteristic, which
Clarke and Wrigstad distinguish as shallow vs deep owner-
ship [20]. A deep ownership type permits only a single object
as entry point to the collection of objects it owns, whereas
a shallow ownership type permits multiple entry points into
the confined collection. Clarke and Drossopoulou [17] and
Boyapati et.al. [13] describe how to exploit the useful prop-
erties of deep ownership. Generic Ownership falls within the
category of explicit systems, as it uses type annotations to
provide ownership: however, the key contribution of Generic
Ownership is that it is the first system to combine type
genericity and object ownership into a single system. Unlike
our previous work [37, 16], Generic Ownership uses shallow
ownership. There are several reasons for this: compatibil-
ity with Generic Java; better fit with other static ownership
schemes; and finally the simplicity of the approach. We plan
to extend OGJ to support a form of deep ownership. Com-
bining deep ownership (e.g. Clarke [16]) and static (generic)
confinement (e.g. Confined Types [45]) in a single language
is currently an open problem.

Unlike some other ownership type schemes [12] OGJ does
not currently support runtime downcasts, thus the rule for-
bidding casts that would lose ownership information. This
is primarily for compatibility with existing Java and GJ pro-
grams: safe ownership downcasts require runtime informa-
tion which existing compilers do not supply nor existing li-
braries expect. Also, we suspect that other Ownership Type
systems require many of these downcasts because they are
not type-generic: as with GJ, OGJ’s genericity should re-
move the need for many of these downcasts.

The disadvantage of all these explicit systems is that own-
ership types require additional annotations to use them,
raising issues about their role in programming. For this rea-
son, AliasJava and Boyapati et.al. have described a range of
type inference schemes to provide these annotations auto-
matically [4, 14, 11, 12]. OGJ addresses the syntactic over-
head via very straightforward ownership defaulting, rather
than depending upon type inference algorithms. Again, the
combination of genericity and ownership enables a simpler
approach: many of the owner parameters that would have
to be inferred by other schemes will already be present in
type-generic code. We expect the defaulting rules to be con-
siderably easier for mainstream programmers to deal with.

Also, one minor (but still important) language design fea-
ture makes defaulting in OGJ considerably easier than in
the other systems: in OGJ, an object’s primary ownership
is carried by the last parameter, whereas in most other sys-
tems (following Clarke et al. [18]) it is carried by the first.
Having ownership in the last position means that owners
can be defaulted simply by leaving them off (e.g. “Foo”)
while Boyapati et.al., for example, require a placeholder (e.g.
“Foo<->”) which is referred to as an anonymous owner.



OGJ’s defaulting is much weaker than the mechanisms
provided by inference schemes [4, 10] since we only use one
owner parameter and default it to World. Inferring only
one owner parameter is less restrictive than it may seem,
as all generic parameters can carry ownership information
in OGJ. On the other hand, defaulting undeclared owners
to World provides no encapsulation. However, type infer-
ence schemes can only infer types to describe the implicit
encapsulation structures latent in the code. They do not
enforce any particular encapsulation discipline: rather they
will infer the equivalent of World ownership for any type
which escapes the unit of analysis. This means that neither
inference nor our defaulting can enforce encapsulation guar-
antees that the programmer has not specified, rather that
inference will attempt to accurately identify latent encapsu-
lation where defaulting currently will not.

We consider that the single defaulting rule is more ap-
propriate for a general-purpose language such as OGJ —
it is certainly simpler to explain and to understand. How-
ever, we plan to pursue ownership inference for OGJ pro-
grams as a programming tool outside the language, to sup-
port programmers adding explicit ownership declarations to
programs to reflect their intentions. We also plan to use the
metadata facilities available in the upcoming Java release
[42] to investigate combining the last owner parameter with
the existing access protection syntax (public, protected,
private), allowing, for example, a programmer to mark a
field as @private to mean both private and owner param-
eter This simultaneously.

Implicit confined type systems have achieved their more
limited goals while keeping the amount of annotations low.
Vitek and Bokowski’s original system [9], which had secu-
rity as its application, required certain classes to be anno-
tated as confined, to indicate classes confined within the
present package, and certain methods to be annotated as
anonymous, to indicate that such methods do not reveal
“this”. Grothoff, Palsberg, and Vitek [23] show how type
inference can be used to avoid the need for annotation, mak-
ing a system that can provide per-package encapsulation in
practical programs. Clarke, Richmond and Noble [19] apply
these ideas in the context of Enterprise Java Beans, and by
exploiting special architecture specific constraints, provide
per-object encapsulation without annotations or inference.

More recent work by Zhao, Palsberg and Vitek [45] has
formalised Vitek and Bokowski’s approach to per-package
confinement, with an operational semantics and a static type
system called Confined Featherweight Java (CFJ) based on
Featherweight Java, augmented by a number of specific rules
that restrict programs. CFJ also proposes a notion of generic
confined types, allowing, for example, a collection to be con-
fined or not, depending upon the specifications of the con-
tained elements, that is supported by further development
of the static type system.

OGJ’s approach is essentially the opposite. Rather than
starting from a language without generic types, and then
adding a special form of genericity to support confinement,
we start from a language with generic types (GJ and its for-
mal core FGJ) and then ensure confinement, and ultimately
ownership, directly. Our approach has led to a simpler for-
mal system, requiring fewer new concepts, and a distinctly
simpler and shorter proof for class or package confinement
[40]. We do not need to distinguish anonymous methods,
because “this” is parameterized to record its ownership.

Banerjee and Naumann prove a per-object representation
independence result for Java [6, 7]. They adopt a con-
finement discipline resembling ownership types, except that
they apply the confinement only at the point they wish to
reason about. They require that confined classes extend a
special class called Rep, and that the boundary classes ex-
tend a special class called Own. Neither Rep nor Own can
be forgotten from a type. Ultimately, their results say that
confinement and ownership matter for deep reasoning about
objects.

Clarke’s thesis was the first account of a system with both
parametric polymorphism and ownership [16]. This system
was based on Abadi and Cardelli’s object calculus [1], rather
than a generic class-based language. Clarke, however, gives
an encoding of a class-based language into his formalism.
He further discusses how ownership can be combined with
a generic class-based language (with inner classes) and a
primitive form of defaulting. OGJ pushes this work to a
practical level, exploiting the generic mechanism of Generic
Java, rather than by requiring a separate syntactic category
of owners, and employing a more advanced defaulting mech-
anism: all supported by a working compiler.

A bit further afield, we find that the implementation of
the State Monad in Haskell [30] adopts mechanisms similar
to Generic Ownership. In the State Monad, a type variable
is assigned to the encapsulated state, and an appropriate
hiding of the type (via rank-2 polymorphism) ensures that
the state doesn’t escape and thus behaves correctly. The
Haskell design is more straightforward than OGJ, as they
have the luxury of ignoring features used in mainstream
object-oriented languages — imperative state, subtyping,
classes, objects, and so on. Interestingly, this design resem-
bles an encoding of existential types in terms of universal
types, while Clarke’s thesis formalises the confinement pro-
vided by ownership types as existential over owners [16].

Even more generally, types are a recognised tool for man-
aging and reasoning about aliasing, being both useful for
characterising when aliasing may be present, when it def-
initely is be present, when a particular piece of code does
not introduce aliases, and so forth. Type-based alias analy-
sis uses the class hierarchy to discover non-alias conditions
[21], though the space of types considered is restricted to
ordinary program types. Other systems use type inference
à la Hindley-Milner to facilitate finer distinctions on po-
tential aliasing [43, 44, 5, 38, 29]. These systems, along
with ownership types, use an extra type dimension to ex-
press distinctions which are not possible with the original
program types. Functional programmers use a similar tech-
nique called “phantom types” [22] to introduce more type
distinctions to make safer programs or encode information
which is not present in ordinary program values. Generally,
this extra type dimension plays no role in computation, but
it can be used to expose or enforce constraints on aliasing
beyond what is possible without it. Generic Ownership uses
generics to carry the extra type dimension which, when re-
stricted to owner classes and subject to the corresponding
visibility constraints, enables object encapsulation. Along
the way, we gain the benefits of genericity, while paying a
minimal syntactic cost.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce Generic Ownership, a single

system that encompasses both generic types and object own-



ership. Our design and formalism show that ownership and
generic type information can be expressed within the same
system, and carried around the program as bindings to the
same parameters. To reduce the syntactic impact of owner-
ship types for programmers, we have developed ownership
defaulting, allowing owner parameters to be omitted from
type declarations and type instantiations. As a result, pro-
grams using Generic Ownership are slightly more complex
than those using only generic types, yet they enjoy the full
protection provided by ownership types. We have demon-
strated the practicability of Generic Ownership by design-
ing the language OGJ, a seamless, syntactically compatible
extension to GJ, and we have proved the soundness of a
significant subset of OGJ.

To summarise, our contributions are as follows: Generic
Ownership, a seamless integration of genericity and own-
ership; Ownership Generic Java language implementation
providing generics, ownership, and confinement; a formal
model allowing the proof of static confinement invariant for
OGJ; and owner defaulting, enabling the programmer to
omit common ownership annotations.
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